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ÀBSTRACT

A great deal of time and work can be lost through the erroneous removal

of computer files. This thesis proposes a facility whereby files which

have been mistakenly removed, can be subsequentLy recovered.

The facility is proposed as an extension to the UNIXl operating sys-

tem. The existing file removal algorithm is modified such that the

blocks of a file are no longer freed when a file is removed. Instead,

the brocks are preserved, and the fire is simply marked as having been

removed. Should the user realize at some later date that the file is
needed back, a recovery can be made. onty when a volume's free space is
exhausted' are the blocks of one of these "removed" files actually freed

automaticalJ.y by the system.

is a regislered trademark of AT&T.
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Chapter 1

TNTRODUCTION

The advent of computer systems has created

At the touch of a key, one can destroy

labor .

a serious problenr in society.

the product of hours of hard

In an attempt to protect thenselves from this hazard, many installa-
tions have adopted the practice of taking periodic back-ups. t^ihile this
practice does avoid the loss of information which has been present for
some time, it does not help to save that information which has been

recently entered. Thus, while Lhe UNIX t1l Make document l2J suggests

the following as the "typical cycle of program development operations":

think
edi t
make
t est

a slightly more

following:

detailed model might include periodic occurrences of the

think
remove file
think again
OH NO!

In an attempt to safeguard against this situation, most computer sys-

tems now require that the user confirm his/her remove request before it
is carried out. The typical. sequence has now become:
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think
issue remove command, and poise finger over "y" key
type "y" impatiently
think again
ÀÀRRGGHH! !

Until artificial intelligence advances to the point where the system

can detect an inappropriate remove request, some other solution is
required. This thesis offers one such solution: a facility which

enabres the recovery of files which have been mistakenly removed.

The facility is proposed as an extension to the UNIX operating sys-

tem. UNIX was chosen for its hospitable environment, the modularity of

the kernel source, and the fact that the kernel was written in C lan-

9uage.

The existing file removal algorithm is modified such that the blocks

of a file are no longer freed when a file is removed. Instead, the

blocks are preserved, and the file is simply marked as having been

removed. Shou1d the user realize at some later date that the file is

needed back, a recovery can be made. 0n1y when a volume's free space is

exhausted' are the blocks of one of these "removed" files actualty freed

automatically by the system.

The remainder of this thesis proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 provides

an examination of the UNIX file system. This information serves as con-

text for discussions of the proposed extension. The study of the file
system is broken into three sections, or levels. section 2.'1 examines

the static structure of the file system. This is lhe general format of

the file system when it is at rest. Section 2.2 describes the dynamics

of the file sysLem, or the changes thal can occur to the staLic struc-
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ture over time. Section 2.3 discusses the internals of the file system

manager. This involves a detailed examination of the implementation of

file system activities relevant to the proposed extension.

chapter 3 describes the proposed extension itself. section 3.1 pro-

vides a brief overview. Section 3.2 reviews the various design consider-

ations which arose during the development of the extension. Sections 3.3

- 3.5 summarize the specific modifications which must be made to the

file system to enable file recovery. This summary is presented in terms

of the three levels described above.

Chapter 4 discusses issues to consider for future work in the area.

Chapter 5 provides a brief summary of the work, and some conclusions.

The appendix contains the C-language code that has been written for a

prctotype implementation of the proposed extension.

NoLe that details may vary between different UNIX implementations.

Where implementation details vary, this thesis discusses UTS, the AI'{DÀHL

Corporation's port of AT&T UNIX t3l.
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Chapter 2

ÂN EN¡{MINATION OF THE T'NIX FIIE SYSTEM

In order to provide the necessary working context for the discussions

that follow, a relatively detailed examination of certain aspects of the

UNIX file system is required. This examination is done at three 1evels:

the static structure of the file system, the dynamics of the file sys-

tem, and the internals of the file system manager.

2,1 STÀTIC STRUCflIRE OF THE FIIE SYSTEM

This section examines the static structure of a UNIX file system, as it
resides on secondary storage. The term "static structure" refers to the

general format of the file system when it is at rest. Upon completion of

this section, the reader should be able to take a dump of a disk volume

containing a file system, and interpret its contents.

2,1,1 File Svstems

The UNIX system incorporates a hierarchical file system structure; that

is, it uses trees of files to store its data. The internal nodes of

these trees are "directory fi]es", which are used to group together low-

er level fires. The leaf nodes of the trees are "data fires", which

contain the actual data that is read/written.

The overall system tree consists of a number of independent trees,
joined together. Each independent tree is referred to as a "file sys-
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tem", and resides on its own separate

volume which is used to store a file
to as a "file system storage volume"3.

volumes wiIl be referred to simply as

volume of secondary storage2. À

system in this manner is referred

Henceforth, file system storage
t'volumestt.

in the fol-lowing discussion, some references are made to the "super

block". Although it would be premature at this point to discuss the

super block in any depth, a brief definition is in order. The super

block is a block which resides near the beginning of every volume, and

which contains certain key information relevant to that vol-ume as a

whole. The super block will be examined in detail at a rater time.

2,1.2 Files and I-nodes

A file under UNIX contains

No particular structuring is

file is implemented as a set

are stored on disk. Thus, a

a chain of these blocks.

2.1,2,1 The I-node

Each file is described

structure which contains

of the i-node is:

whatever information the user places in it.
expected, or irnposed, by the system. A

of fixed sized, noncontiguous, blocks ¡+hich

file's contents on disk are stored simply as

or defined by an "i-node". The i-node is a

information particular to the file. The format

Note that, rvithout loss of generality, the issue of partitioning of
volumes is not considered here.

Note that volumes of secondary storage may be used to store other
kinds of data. For example, a volume cõu1d slore a UNIX database
which incorporates its own disk storage structures rather than
using the standard file system.
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struct dinode
t

ushort di_mode;
short di_n1ink;
ushort di_uid;
ushort di_gid;
off_t di_size;
char di addr [a0] ;
time_t di atime;
time t di_mtimei
time_t di_ctime;

t.),

l* mode and type of f.ile */
/* number of links to file */
/! owner 's user id */
/* o*nu, 's group íd */
l* number of bytes in file */
/* aisk block addresses */
/* tín" last accessed */
/* ti^e last modi f.ied */
/* tim" created */

The first field, di_mode, specifies the mode and type of the file
corresponding lo this i-node. The mode that it specifies defines the

file's access permissions. The type that it specifies is one of three

file types which will be defined in a subsequent section. The second

field, di-nlink, is a very important field, and wiil. be discussed in

detail later. 0ther fields include owner identifications, file size,

block addresses of the file data, and various time values.

2,1,2,2 The I-list
when a file system is created, an area of storage is reserved on the

disk, for an array of i-nodes. The size of this array is a parameter to

the routine which creates the file system. This array is referred to as

the "i-list". À11 of the i-nodes for the volume reside in the i-list,
contiguously, and are numbered consecutiveLy starting at 1. À particular

i-node is referred to using this "i-number". The system identifies a

fiIe, not by its pathname, but by its i-number and the device on which

it lies.

A "free i-rist" is an array in the super block, which contains the

i-numbers of those i-nodes in the i-list that are not in use. This free
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list is used merely to

necessary. The i-node

it is free. In fact,

only the first 200 free

speed up the allocation process,

itself contains information as

the free i-list on UTS contains

i -nodes.

and is not truly

to whether or not

the i-numbers of

Whenever

requ i red,

i-nodes, and

Whenever

is not full,
done.

4 Blocks under UTS are
Thus lhe indirect

the free i-list is exhausted,

the system reads through the

replenishes the free i-1ist.

and another free i-node is

i-tist, searching for free

an i-node is freed, its mode is changed. If the free i-list
the i-node is pJ-aced on it. Otherwise, nothing more is

2,1,2,3 Data Blocks

The space following the i-]ist, to the end of the volume, is used to

contain file data. Each block in this area either contains part of the

data for some file, or is part of the volume's free block rist.

The data blocks comprising a file are kept track of in the following

way. The i-node for a file contains an array of 13 disk addresses. The

first 10 of these are the addresses of the first 10 blocks of the file.
Files which are small enough to require only these first 10 btocks, are

referred to as "sma11" files.

The llth element of the array is the address of a block referred to

as an "indirect bIock". This indirect block contains as its data, not

file contents, but rather, more disk addressesa. These addresses are

pointers to the next 1¡t blocks of the file. Files which are large

4K bytes long, and disk addresses are 4 byÈes.
block would contain 1¡t poinLers.
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enough to require this indirect block are referred to as "large" files.

The 12th element of the array provides yet another level of indirec-

tion. It is a pointer to a block of pointers, as vlas the'l1th element.

However, each pointer in this latter block points, not to file contents,

but rather, to another block of pointers, each of which itself points to

another 1K blocks of the file. Files which are large enough to require

this second lever of indirection are referred to as "huge" fires.

On smalLer systems, the 13th element of the array is used to provide

triple indirection. on urs, however, this element is not used.

The free blocks of the volume are chained together as follows. The

super block contains an array, "s_free", of 900 pointers, and an inte-
ger, "s-nfree", which indicates the current size of the array. Each

element of the array, except the first, contains the block number of a

free block. If there are less than 900 free blocks on the volume, then

the first element of the array contains the value 0. Otherwise, it con-

tains the address of a block which contains as data another s_nfree and

s-free array. This block contains in its first word, âD "s_nfree" inte-
g€r, indicating the length of the array, follor+ed by an s_free array.

The first element of this array may point to yet another such b1ock, and

so on.

2.1.3 Volumes and Èhe Super block

The overall format of a disk volume can noÌ,r be described. Bl-ock 0 is
unused and is available for a bootstrap program. Block 1 is the super

block. Following the super block is the i-1ist, and following the i-tist
are the data blocks, some of which are free.
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The structure of the super block is:

struct f i lsys
{

ushort s_isize;
daddr_t s_fsize;
short s_nfree;
daddr t s free INTCFREE] ;
short s_nfnode ì
ino_t s-inode [NlciHon] ;
char s_fLock;
char s_i1ock;
char s_fmod;
char s_ron1y;
time_t s_time;
short s_dinfo l4l ;
daddr_t s_tfree;
ino_t s_tinode;
char s_fname i6l ;
char s_fpack [6] ;
char s_fiLi [36] ;
long s_magic;
long s_type;

Ì.

/* sir" in blocks of the i -Iíst */
/| sir" in blocks of entire volume */
/.* number of addresses i n s_f.ree * /
/o tr"" block IisL */
l* number of i-nodes in s_inode */
/* ft"" i-node tisL */
/.* lock dur i ng f ree I i st man ipulat ion * /
/o lock during i-list manipulation */
/* super block modified flag */
/* mounted read-onIy f.lag */
/* Iast super block update */
,/* device inf ormat íon */
/* total free blocks x/
/* totul free i-nodes */
/* tile system name */
/* tile system pack name */
/* ttller to make sizeof filsys = 4096 */
/* indicates new file system */
/* type of new file systen */

S-isize indicates the size of the i-1ist. The variable actually con-

tains the address of the first data block after the i-Iist. Since the

i-list begins in block 2, the size of the i-list is computed to be

s-isize-2 blocks. S-fsize is the address of the first block not avail-

able for allocation. S_isize and s_fsize represent the range of valid

block numbers which can be allocated to a file, and are used to check

for bad block numbers.

s-free is the free block array discussed previously, and s_nfree is

the integer indicating the current size of this array. s_tfree is Lhe

total number of free blocks available in the file system, and is useful

in speeding up utility commands such as "df".

-9-
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the

s-inode is the free i-node array discussed previously, and s_ninode

the inLeger indicating the current size of this array. s_tinode is

total number of free i-nodes available in the file system.

The flags s_fIock, s_iIock, and s_fmod are maintained in the in-core

copy of the file system when it is mounted. Their vafues on disk are

ignored. The two lock flags are used to ensure that no process use the

super block while either of the free Iists is being modified. The "modi-

fied" flag indicates that the in-core copy of the super block has been

modified, and must eventually be written out.

The only other fields of interest at this point

s_fpack, which are the names of the file system and

pack, respectively.

are s_

the t

fname and

ile system

2.1,4 Tvpes of Files

up to this point, files have been treated as homogeneous entities.
fact, UNIX differentiates between 3 kinds of files:

Ordinary files - These refer to "data" fires such as source,

binary, or text. As was mentioned previousry, ordinary files are

regarded in UNIX simpLy as a stream of bytes. The system expects

no format or structure to an ordinary file.
Directory files - A directory file is used to impose a structure

on a group of files. In UNIX, directory files are used for this
purpose alone, and do not themselves contain data per se. The

next section describes how these files are used to super-impose

the hierarchical structure of a file system on top of the Iists
of i-nodes and blocks that have been discussed thus far.

In

I

2.
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special files - The authors of UNIX desired to make file I/o and

device t/O as similar as possible, and, r.¡ith this in mind, creat-

ed "special files". There is (at least) one special file associ-

ated r+ith every communication 1ine, disk, and tape drive in the

system, and with physical main memory. Data may be written to,

or read from, a communications or storage device by writing or

reading a stream of bytes through its associated special file.
The speciaL files generally reside under the directory ,,/dev',,

special files may be used as parameters to any program expecting

a filename. If this is done, the operating system takes the name

of the special file, and, rather than refer to some file on disk,

it refers to the physical device which is associated with that

name.

Note that the type of a file is reflected in its i-node.

2,1,5 Directories and Èhe File Svsten SÈrucÈure

The names of files, and the hierarchical relationship between the vari-

ous files of a file system, is recorded by the directory files of the

file system. Each directory file constitutes an internal node of the

file system tree. i-node 2 in the i-1ist is the i-node corresponding to

the root node/directory of the file system tree.

Whereas an ordinary file might contain as its data, source or object

code, a directory file contains as its data, a series of "directory

entries", one for each of ils children. The format of a directory entry

is:

3.
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struct direct
t

ino_t d_ino;
char d_name [oIRslz] ;t.t,

The first fieId,

sponds to this entry

d_ino, is the i-number of Lhe child which corre-

The second field is the name of that chitd.

The directory file, then, provides the mapping between the filenames

specified by the user and the corresponding i-numbers used by the oper-

ating system.

In addition to one entry for each child, each directory contains tr+o

special entries, ". " and ". . " The entry v¡ith the name ". " contains

the i-number of the directory itserf. The entry with the name ".." con-

tains the i-number of the parent of this directory. These entries are

used for purposes of convenient traversal and pathname interpretation.

A file is uniquely identified by its "pathname", which is a seguence

of directory names, separated by slashes, and ending with a filename.

Each component of the pathname, except the rast, corresponds to a direc-
tory, or internal node of the file system tree. These pathname compo-

nents define the path in the file system tree which leads to the leaf

node representing the fite.

If the filename begins wiLh a slash, then the traversal of this path

begins at the root directory. otherwise, it begins at the directory in

which the user was positioned at the time that the filename Ìr'as given.

It should now be clear how the system might find a file given its
pathname. Depending on the first character of the pathname, the system

-12-



positions to either the root or the current directory. it then reads

through the entries of this directory file, comparing each name field
r+ith the name of the first component of the pathname. When it finds a

match, it reads in the file named by the i-number of the matched entry.

if this file is a directory, it reads through the entries of this direc-
tory, trying to match the name field with the second component of the

pathname. It continues tracing through directories until the end of the

pathname is reached and the final component is matched to a directory

entry. The actual file is then read in, using the i-number of the

matched entry. The data read in for this file are the contents of the

f i 1e.

It is possible to have the same non-directory file appear under sev-

eral direcLories at once, possibry with different names. This is
referred to as "linking". À fire which is "linked', in this manner, has

a directory entry in more than one directory. There is, however, still
only one i-node defining such a file.

It is now possible to define the i-node field "di_nrink". This repre-

sents the number of times that the given file appears as a directory

entry in any directory. when this value equals 0, the file is no Longer

accessible, and may be freed.

- 13 -



2"?, DYNAMICS OF THE FIIE SYSTEM

This section examines the dynamics of a file system. The term "dynamics"

refers to the possible changes that can occur to the static structure of

the file system over time. The section describes relevant file-related
operations and activities in terms of how they affect Lhe file system

structure. The particular implementation of these activities, and of

other activities which do not affect the structure of the file system,

is discussed in a subsequent section on the file system manager.

2,2.1 FiIe Creation

To create a file which does not already exist,

the file system containing the directory under

created. The free i-1ist for this file system

i-node is taken off of the list. The "nLink"

initialized to 1, the "size" field is set to

are initialized appropriately.

Note that some UNIX systems
it is created. UTS does

the system first finds

which the file is to be

is examined, and a free

field of this i-node is

05, and the other fields

pre-allocate some storage for a file when
not.

- 14 *

Às wel1, a directory entry is created in the directory under which

the file is to be created, as follows. The system reads through the

directory file, searching for an unused entry. I f one is found, the

block containing it is updated in the following way. The d_ino field for

the unused entry is set to the i-number of the i-node that has just been

allocated and initialized. The d_name of the unused directory entry is
set to the name of the new file.



If all of the entries in the parent directory are in use,

system extends the directory by allocating another block for

then updates the block as described above.

then the

it. rr

2,2,2 File tinkinq

Linking establishes an existing file as another child under a (possibly

different) directory. The system first finds the i-node for the existing

file, and increments its "nlink" fieId. It then finds the directory

under which the file is to be linked6, and creates a directory entry for

the file. This is done exactly as rvas done for file creation.

2"2,3 File Extension

File extension is necessary when the amount of

cated to a file is insufficient.

storage currently allo-

To allocate a block, the system examines the free block array for the

vorume. If it is not empty, the system takes the block pointed to by the

last element of the array.

if there are no free block numbers remaining in the free block array,

then the first element of the array is examined. If its value is 0, then

there is no space left on the volume. Àlternativery, if the value of

this element is not 0, then the block to which it points contains

another free block array. This block is read in, and used to replenish

the free block list. The last element of the newly filled free block

1 i st i s then taken .

6 Links across file systems
Iinking algorithm,
under which the file
tem as the i-node for

are not allowed in UNIX. This simplifies the
as the system is assured that the directory
is to be tinked, exists on the same file sys:
the file.
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As each new block is allocated, the "tfree" field of the volume's

superblock is decremented to reflect the nerl number of free blocks.

2,2.& FÍIe Truncation

A file is truncated to J-ength 0 when the storage currently allocated to

the file is no longer required. This occurs when the file is "open"ed

for ¡+riting, in which case the contents of the file are about to be

replaced. it also occurs when a file is being freed, in which case the

contents of the file are about lo be abandoned. Both of these cases are

treated in exactly the same way by the system. The data blocks for the

file are returned, one at a time, to the volume's free block list.

To free a block, the system examines the free brock array in the

superblock for the volume. If it is not full, it sets the first avail-
able element of the array to point to the block being freed.

If the free block array is full, then the system first copies the

entire array into the block being freed. it then sets the first element

of the now empty array, to point to the block being freed.

As each block is freed, the "tfree" field of the volume's superblock

is incremented to reflect the new number of free blocks.

2,2,5 File Unlinkinq

A file is "unLinked" when a

unlinks the file directly.

file to be removed. Once the

directory entry for the file

user issues a "remove" of the fiIe, or

Unlinking causes the directory entry for a

appropriate device has been located, the

in the file's parent, is zeroed out. This

-16-



is done by setting the "d_ino" field to 0. As r,rell, the "nlink" field
in the i-node is decremented to indicate that there is one less link for

the file. If this decrement causes "nrink" to go to 0, then this repre-

sents the last link for the file, and resources are freed as fo1lows.

Firstly, the fite is truncated to 0 in the manner described previous-

Iy, causing its data blocks to be freed. Then, the i-node tor the file
is marked as free, by setting its "mode" field to 0. Finalry, if the

free i-list for the volume is not yet fu1J., the i-node is placed on it.

2,3 INTERNÀLS OF TTIE FILE SYSTEM MANÀGER

This section describes the internals of the file system nanager; that

is, those parts of the UNIX kernel which manage the fire system. It
discusses only those aspects of the file system manager that are rele-
vant to the enhancement proposed in this thesis. The section examines

data structures and various aspects of the implementation of the file
activities discussed in the previous section. It also examines other

file activities, such as t/0, which have not yet been discussed.

2.3,1 The User SÈrucÈure

The user structure, sometimes referred to as the "per-process user

structure", is a data area that is maintained by the kernel, for every

process in the system. There is exactly one user structure for each

process in the system. The user structure contains all of the informa-

tion about a process, except that which must renain in-core while the

process is swapped out. Some of the issues with which the structure is

concerned are: user identification, accounting, system call parameters,
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parameters tor I/O, and f

of particular interest in

ile access control

this thesis.

The latter tr+o ISSUeS are

2,3,2 Three yþ rables

The following three global in-core tables are of extreme importance to

the file access mechanism.

u.u-ofile Table - this is a tabre stored in the system's per-pro-

cess user structure. There is one entry in u.u_ofire for every

file which the corresponding process has "creat"ed or "open"ed.

This entry consists of a single pointer to an erement of a sys-

tem-wide "open file" array, which is described berow. The value

returned to the user from an "open" or "creat" is an index into

the u.u_ofile table, and is commonly referred to as a "file
descriptor". À11 subsequent operations on the open fire are done

via this index.

Open File lable - This is a per-system tabre of files which have

been "open"ed. The issue of opening a file is discussed in a lat-
er section. The array consists of "file" structures, r+here the

format of a file structure is:

struct file
{

char f_fIag;
cnt_t f_count;
union {

struct inode *f
struct f ile ¡tf

Ì f_up;
union {

off t f off;
] t-un;

'f

2.

l* rod. with which file was opened */
/* reference count */

-uinode 
' /* pointer to inode structure */

unextì /* next entry in freelist */

/* read/write character pointer */
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F-flag indicates whether the file has been opened for reading,

writing, et cetera. This flag corresponds directly with the sec-

ond argument to the "open" system call.

F-count is a count of the number of u_ofile entries currentry

referring to this file structure. This count is set to 1 when

the file table entry is created, as a result of an "open", and is

decremented when the file is "cIose"d. tthen f_count becomes 0,

the file structure is freed. The value of f_count is usualry

equal to 1 , but may be greater than 1 ? .

F-uinode is a reference to the i-node of the iire. It is a

pointer to an entry in the in-core i-node table discussed below.

F_unext is a

structures.

pointer used to link together the free file

Finall-y, f_off holds Lhe current read,/write position of the

file8.

3. In-core Inode Tabre - For purposes of efficiency, a copy of the

i-node structure for a file which is being referenced, is brought

in from disk. This copy of the i-node remains in memory as Long

as the file is being referenced. The i-node table contains one

entry for each file that is open, as well as other frequentLy

F-count is greater than 1 in the case where a process has inherited
the i-node entry of its parent process, or ãs a resutt of a "dup"or "fcntI" system call. it would not be greater than j as a resuLtof an open of the file by some other process, as such an open
would resul-t in a new file table entry.

Note the implication of the existence of "f_off" in the file struc-ture. If two processes were to share a-file structure, any t/o
done by one process would alter the current l/O position for both
processes.
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referenced files such as the current directory of a process, the

root i-node of any mounted file systems, or a directory file
being searched during pathname interpretation. The pointer

"f-uinode" in the file structure is a pointer into this table.

The format of the in-core i-node structure differs slightly
from that of the disk i-node structure that was discussed in sec-

tion 1. one major difference is that the in-core i-node structure

contains a count indicating the number of outstanding pointers to
it. when this count equars 0, the i-node entry in the array is
considered unallocated, and may be overwritten at any time with a

new i-node structure.

2.3.3 Referencino I File

Many of the system calls in UNIX have file parameters. Às was mentioned

previously, the kernel identifies a fiIe, not by its name, but rather by

its i-number and device number. The following kernel routines are

responsible for the translation of the pathname given by the user, to

the file's i-number and device number. They are also responsible for

managing the transfer of the appropriate i-node between the i-Iist on

disk, and the in-core i-node tab1e.

s Namei - Namei converts a pathname into a pointer to an in-core

i-node structure. ÀIt of the system calls which will be discussed

in this section, call namei. Namei parses the pathname, separating

it into its component directory names and file name. It then

searches each of these directories in the manner described in Sec-

tion 2.1.5. I.lhen the end of the pathname has been reached, namei
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returns a pointer to the in-core i-node structure for the fite,
a file by the given name exists. otherwise, it returns NULL.

Iget - Iget converts an i-number and device number into a pointer

to an in-core i-node structure for the corresponding fire, bringing

the i-node in from disk if necessary. Iget always increments the

reference count of the i-node structure. This roubine is called

whenever a process needs to access a file.

In the case of pathname interpretation, iget is called by namei.

For each directory component that it finds, namei calls iget, pass-

ing to it the i-number and device number of the corresponding

directory file.

Iget searches the in-core i-node table for an entry with the

given i-number and device number. If no such entry is found, it
attempts to bring it in from disk and place it in the tabre. If
this attempt fails, iget returns the value NUtt. If the i-node was

arready in the table, or rvas successfully placed into the tab]_e,

then iget increments the reference count for the i-node, and

returns a pointer to it.
Iput - Iput decrements the reference count of an in-core i-node

structure. This routine is called when access to a file is no rong-

er needed, often at the termination of a routine that initial.ly
called namei or iget. Iput accepts a pointer to the i-node in memo-

r!, and decrements the reference count of that i-node. If this

causes the reference count to become 0, then the i-node is written

out to disk. In addition, if the "nlink" field for the i-node is

equal to 0, then the file corresponding to the i-node is truncated

!o 0, and the disk i-node is freed.

if



2,3,& Openinq and Closinq

To open an existing file, the syslem first invokes namei, which in turn

invokes iget, to search the i-node tabre for the file's i-node. If the

i-node is already in memory, its reference count is incremented. If the

i-node is not found in the i-node tab1e, then it is brought into memory

and put in the i-node table, and its reference count is set to 1"

in either case, if namei has compreted successfully, an entry is made

in the file array, with f_uinode set to point at the entry in the i-node

table. F_count is set to 1, f_f1ag to the mode for which the file was

opened, and f_offset to the beginning or the end of the fiIe, depending

on the mode. After the file structure has been firred in, an entry is
allocated in the u.u-ofire array for the process. The value of this
entry is set to point at the new fire structure. The index of the

u.u-ofile entry is returned as a fire descriptor to the user.

The file structure, the entry in the i-node table,

entry, all persist as 1ong as the file remains open.

and the u.u ofile

When the file is closed, the u.u_ofile entry for the file is set to
NULL, indicating that it is free. The file structure field f_count is
examined, and, if it is greater than'1, it is decremented. In this case,

there is at least one more process using this open file, so there is
nothing more to be done, and the fire close is compreted. However, if
f-count is not greater than 1 (which is usually the case), then Lhe file
structure is freed. As well, "iput" is called to decrement the refer-
ence count for the i-node, and possibly write it out to disk.
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2.3"5 FiIe Creation

tthen a file is created in the manner

entry in the i-list of the appropriate

into the i-node table in core. The

set to 1, and the rest of its fields

ation in Sectíon 2.2.1. As weIl, a

parent directory for Lhe new file.

discussed in Section 2.2.1, a nevl

device is allocated, and brought

reference count of this i-node is

are set as discussed for file cre-

directory entry is created in the

As a file which is "creat"ed is left open for writing, "iput"

called at this point. Rather, the same processing which is done

open routine after it has called namei, is carried out here.

2,3,6 f,inkinq anil Unlinkinq

To link a file as discussed in Section 2.2.2, the following is done.

Namei is called with the name of an existing file, and it, in turn,

invokes iget to bring the corresponding i-node into core and increment

its reference count. Namei returns a pointer to the in-core i-node.

The "nrink" field of the i-node is incremented, and iput is called to

decrement the reference count, and write the i-node back out. As well, a

directory entry for the new Link is created in the appropriate parent

di rectory.

Unlinking is slightly more complicated than linking. First, the

actions of linking are undone; that is, namei calIs iget to bring the

i-node into core (and increment its reference count). I_nlink is decre-

mented, and the directory enlry for the file being unlinked is zeroed

out. Iput is then called to decrement the reference count for the

i-node¡ ârd write it out to disk. If this was the last 1ink for the

is not

by the
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file, then iput will atso cause the file to be truncated to 0,

i-node on disk to be freed.

2,3.7 Readinq, Writinq, anil Seekinq

The read and write algorithms are very

therefore be discussed together.

similar at this level, and will

and its

a gIobaI data

the read/write

The user structure is used in these i/O operations

areaI in a sense, to pass the following "parameters"

rout i nes :

AS

to

ø u.u_base - address

@ u.u_count - nurnber

@ u.u_segflg - flag

kernel memory.

o u.u_offset - offset

ue is normally set

ture field "f_off".

of buffer to be read inlo / r+ritten from.

of bytes to be read/written.

indicating whether u.u base refers to user or

in file being read fron / written to. This val-

to the l/O position contained in the file struc-

These parameters are set based on the user's arguments, and the

appropriate device handrer routine is called to perform the t/o opera-

tion. The user fields u-base, u_count, and u_offset are then updated to

reflect the i/O which has taken pIace. Às well, the current read/write

position in the file structure is updated. The number of bytes trans-

ferred is returned to the user.

The algorithm for seeking to a particul-ar position in the file is

much simpler than read or write, as it does not involve any transfer of

data. The effect of the seek operation is to modify the read/write posi-

lion in the file struclure. The new position is returned Lo the user.
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2,3.8 Mounted File Svstems

until now, it has been assumed that all of the files of a given system

reside on a single volume, comprising one very large file system. In

most installations, however, this is not the case. There are usually

several separate file systems in a UNIX system. The major reason for

this is that of space. It is simpLy not possible for all of the files to

fit on one volume. Other reasons for separate file systems include

administrative, performance, and security reasons.

The file system on the device from which the system is first booted,

is regarded as the root file system. The root directory of that file
system is regarded as the overall root of the entire file system hier-
archy.

"Mounting" makes it possible to "graft" one file system onto another.

Àfter a mount has taken p1ace, there is virtually no distinction between

the files which reside on the same vorume as the root file syslem, and

those which reside on a different volume. Many file systems are typical-
Iy mounted during system initialization.

The mount command takes two arguments: the name of a speciar fire,
such as one associated with a disk, which contains on its storage one

file system, and the name of an existing directory file, on another file
system. The effect of the mount is to have all subsequent references to

the directory file be redirected, by the operating system, to the root

directory of the file system associated with the speciar fiIe.

For example, suppose that file system "x" resides on a disk, and that

special file "/dev/dsk1" is associated with that disk. suppose, too,
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lhat the root file
system "x", has the

system, which resides on a different volume than file
following structure:

Note that "/usr/compsci" may or may not contain fil-es under it.

The command "mount /aev/asU1 /usr/compsci" causes file system "x"

/aev/asU1 to be "grafted on top of" file /usr/compsci. Thus, if
structure of t'x" was:

doyle

then the structure of the overall

would be, logically,

file system hierarchy after the mount

US

, "1"/t
r bin
\

.rtur:.
compsc

on

the

/'1"\
tennen kimn

ôus

I

I

ot:. tc

i*ï'"
tennen kimn

rv

s nolv accessible, with its root directo-

children that existed under /usr/compsci

accessible by normal means.

r

cse

doyle

The entire hierarchy of rrxrr i

ry on top of /usr/conpscí. Àny

before the mount, are no longer

i
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À record is kept by the system of what has been mounted, and where,

in the "mount tabIe". The format of each entry in the mount table is:

struct mount
{

int m_flags;
dev_t m_dev;
struct inode *m_inodp;
struct buf *m_bufp;
struct inode *m mount;

t.),

The field "m-dev" is the device number of the device containing the

file system r+hich is to be mounted. In the previous example, this value

would be the device number corresponding to /aev/asn. M_inodp is a

pointer to the in-core i-node table entry for the directory which is to
be mounted on. In our example, this would be a pointer to the i-node for

directory /usr/compsci. M-mount is a pointer to the entry in the i-node

table for the root directory of the file system to be mounted. For our

example, this would be a pointer to the i-node for directory "/" in file
system "xt'.

When a mount is issued, the two i-nodes referred to by the mount

structure are brought into the i-node table, and the pointers "m_inodp"

and "m-mount" are set to point to them. These i-nodes are kept in memory

until the file system is unmounted. In addition, the flag, i_flag, of

the i-node pointed to by m_inodp is set to IMouNT, indicating that the

file corresponding to this i-node has been mounted on.

Recall the algorithm used by the operating system to find a file giv-

en its pathname. The system searches the directories of the pathname,

until it reaches the end of the pathname and malches the last component

to a directory entry.

/* status */
l* device containing mounted ts x/
/* ptr to i-node of mounted-on dir */
,/* buff"r for super block */
/x pLr to i-node of root of file

system to be mounted */
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In fact, before searching a given directory, the i-node flag for the

directory is checked, to see if the directory has been mounted on. If
the flag's IMOUNT bit has been set, then the mount table is searched for

an entry describing what has been mounted on this directory. When this

entry is found, a redirection takes place. Rather than search this

directory (".g. /usr/conpsci), the system instead searches the root

directory of the fil-e system which has been mounted on top of it (".g.

'/' of fiIe system "x" ) . The location of this new directory to be

searched is reflected in the mount structure fields, m_mount and m_dev.

When a file is unmounted, the entry in the mounl table is freed. Às

wel1, the i-nodes for the root directory of the mounted file system, and

for the mounted on directory, are written out to the i-lists of their

respective file systems, and their storage in Lhe i-node table is

released.
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ChapLer 3

EXTENSiONS TO FÀCIIITåTE RECOVERY OF I'NTINKED FIIES

The goal of this research is to create a facility whereby a user can

recover a file which he/she has mistakenly removed at some previous

time. This chapter describes the enhancements that would be made to the

existing UTS file system, to enable such a facility.

3.1 O1TERVIEW

The proposed recover command would have the following syntax: "recover

pathname". Given this command, the system would search the file system

containing the parent directory of the file indicated by "pathname", for

an unlinked file which had the last component of "pathname" as its file-
name. If such a file were found, it would be restored under the name

"pathname". For example, given the command "recover a/b/c", the system

would search the file system on which directory "a/b" resides, and if it
f ound the removed f ile "c", it would recover i.t under directory ,'a/b,, 

,

r+ith the name "c".

For the purposes of this discussion,

some terminology.

it is necessary to establish

"unlinking" a file - This refers to lhe

entry for the file, from the file's parent

"freeing" a fiLe - This entails returning

file to the volume's free block list, and

the f ile.

removal of a directory

directory.

the data blocks for the

freeing the i-node for
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ø "removing" a file -
oa rrIe".

Currently, the remove

then freed. This freeing

ble if the file is to be

This entails first unlinking, and then freeing,

In the proposed system, the remove command would not free the file.
Rather, it would unlink the file, and then simpry indicate in some way

that the file has been unlinked but not freed.

At any time, should a user reatize that he/she had mistakenly removed

a file, a recovery of the file could be requested. This would entail

searching the file system for the appropriate unlinked file, and, if it
were found, relinking it under the appropriate directory.

At any time, should the system require more space, it would select

one of these unrinked files, and free it. Thus, onry when more space

vlere required, r+ou1d an unLinked file acLually be freed. Àt that point,

the file would no longer be recoverable.

3,2 DESIGN CONSIDERÀTIONS

This section reviews the various design considerations which arose dur-

ing the development of the enhancements discussed above. In each case,

the basic issue is described, and the reasoning underlying the corre-

sponding final decision is presented.

command causes a file to f
of the file's data blocks

recoverable.

irst be unlinked, and

is clearly unaccepta-

s rm-
la st

s In fact, the
pI ic i ty,
link to a

file is only freed if
the following discussion
file is being removed.
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Denoting a file as unlinked but not freed - The first issue to be

considered is how a file should be denoted as unlinked but not

freed. One possibility is to chain together the i-nodes of these

files. However, this would entail the addition of a pointer field
in the i-node, and it seems unwise to extend a data structure which

is so widely used throughouL the system. In addition, a list is

needlessly complicated in this case. The existence of an unused bit
pattern in the i-node's fJ.ag fierd offers the final sorution. The

file is simply marked.

File resolution - It is necessary to determine which of the various

marked files in the i-tist corresponds to the one specified in a

recover command. Recall that, when a file is unlinked, its direc-

tory entry in the parent directory is zeroed out. Àt this point,

the name of the file is lost. If the file is to be recovered using

its nane, this name information must be saved.

The first issue regarding the filename is where it should be

stored. since there is no space for it in the i-node structure

ítself, the filename is stored immediately following the last

data byte of the file. This does not seem unreasonable, as urs

blocks are 4K bytes long, and it is therefore likely that the

rast block will have enough space left to store a filename. In

the event that there is not enough space, âD additional block is

allocated to the file.
Ànother question then arises, which is whether or not to incre-

ment the size of the file by the length of this filename. Incre-

menting the file size has two advantages. Firstly, it simplifies
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file removal, as the system's normal vrrite routine, which auto-

matically increments the file size, can then be used to append

the filename to the end of the fiIe. Second1y, it simplifies the

freeing process, âs the system's normal free routine can be used

to put the file's blocks onto the free list. The disadvantage to

incrementing the size is that it complicates file recovery, as

the file must be truncated by the length of the fil-ename, before

it is returned to the user.

Since file removal and freeing are 1ikely to occur more often

than recovery, it seems sensible to keep these procedures as sim-

ple and efficient as possible. Therefore, the size of the file is

incremented by the length of the fitename when the filename is

written out.

Ànother issue regarding the filename is whether or not to store

the full pathname of the file. There is one major advantage to

storing the complete pathname. It woutd cl-earIy disambiguate

which file is to be recovered, should more than one file with the

same last component have been unlinked.

There are two disadvantages to storing the complete pathname

of the file. The first is the minor consideration that a pathname

is variable length. This would pose a problem during file recov-

êry, when the pathname must be removed from lhe end of the file
before the file is returned to the user. if the pathname were

fixed length, then file recovery wouLd simply involve decrement-

ing the "size" field of the i-node before returning the file to

the user. However, if the pathname is variable length, a length
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field must be placed after the pathname, during file removal,

indicating the length of the pathname. This field would then have

to be read in during recovery, thereby incurring extra I/0.

The second disadvantage is that it is extremely time consuming

to determine the complete pathname of the file during the remove

command if it is not fully specified. The derivation of the fulry
qualified name of a file, starting from its immediate parent

directory, involves tracing backwards through the directory

structure, stopping at each point along the way to determine the

component name of the directory which has just been visited.

This would make the remove command very sl.ow.

It seems that the disadvantages of storing the complete path-

name outweigh the single advantage.

An alternative to storing the complete pathname is to store

the last component of the pathname. This approach does not suffer

the disadvantages of the previous approach, as the last component

is fixed length and easily derived, and it narrows down the

search a great deal. Thus, only the last component of the path-

name is stored. Àmbiguity problems which may arise due to this

approach are addressed below.

Mounted file systems - The recovery procedure searches the i-rist
for the file to be recovered. It is not obvious, however, which

i-Iist is to be searched. It is entirery possible (in fact, rike-
ly), that the file previously existed on a mounted fire system. If
this were the case, then the marked i-node would be on the i-list
of that file system, and that would be the i-list to be searched.
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Thus, the recovery procedure must use the system's pathname

interpretation routines described in Section 2"3.3, to take the

pathname specified by the user, and determine the device number and

i-number of the parent directory. The i-1ist of the appropriate

file system can then be searched.

Security/access control - When a user requests the recovery of a

given file, it is necessary to determine if the user is authorized

to recover that file. À sensibre approach to doing this wourd be to

allow a user to recover those f iles r+hich he/she was previously

authorized to remove. The right to remove a file in UNIX is deter-

mined by the write permission on the parent directory of that file.
Recall, however, that when a request is made to recover a file, it
is not known what the parent directory of the file was. Thus, it is

not possibre to determine if the user had the right to remove the

fiIe, and an alternative approach must be used.

It is not unreasonable to assume that if the user did remove a

file, then he/she had the aulhorization to do so. Thus, by storing

the userid of the remover of the file, it is possible to determine

recovery author ization.

Note that this userid can be used for resolution as well as

for security. In the case where more than one file with the same

last pathname component has been unlinked, it is possible for sev-

eral users to request a file recovery using the same name. Each of

these users would be referring to the file that he/she had

unlinked. The remover id can be used to determine which file should

be recovered.
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ø Performance - The prospect of issuing a block read for the filename

and remover id, for every marked file in the i-1ist, threatens to

yield a very slow search procedure, and reduced overall system per-

formance. To mitigate this problem, the remover id is moved into

the i-node structure itself. This value can be checked first,
thereby ruling out the majority of the marked files. A block read

for the filename is then required only for those marked files that

have been unlinked by this user.

This remover id could replace some other piece of information in

the i-node, which would have to be copied to the end of the fi1e,

after the filename. Note, however, that in the case of a unlinked

file, the i-node field "di_nlink", is always equal to 0, and can

therefore be used to store the remover id10.

o Further ResoLution - Àlthough it seems that the filename and rem-

over id should together be sufficient to uniquely identify the file
to be recovered, this is not the case. It is possible for a user to

remove, then recreate a file, repeatedry, with the same name each

time. This would result in several marked files with the same

filename and remover id. A user requesting a recovery of a file by

that name, prêsurnably wants the most recent version of the filel1.
I,iith this assumption in mind, an appropriate solution to this reso-

lution problem is to make use of the "last accessed time" fierd of

the i-node. File resolution will now entail the examination of

10

11

Note that this necessitates
such as FSCK(1M).

It is possible that the user
of the file. This issue
further research.

updating file system utility programs,

may want to recover a previous version
will be discussed under lhe heading of
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every marked i-node in the i-Iist. The file whose filename and rem-

over id match, and whose access time is the most recent, is chosen.

MRU - Although using access time may solve the problem of fire res-

olution, it has merely exacerbated the problem of performance, by

requiring that the entire i-list be searched. To improve perform-

ance, a new data structure is introduced: a "most recently

unlinked" (unU) list. This is an in-core, per- file system, tist
containing the i-numbers of the files which have been unlinked most

recently, in order by "unlink-time". The assumption behind the

existence of the MRU list is that file recovery for a given fire is

most often requested shortly after that file has been unlinked.

The MRU list increases performance in two $¡ays. Firstly, it
enables fast, easy access to the most J-ikely candidates in the

search. secondly, if the list is searched in the appropriate order,

then the first i-node which is found, and which matches the fire-
name and remover id, is guaranteed to be the most recent version of

the file. Thus, the entire i-list need be searched only if the

i-node is not on the MRU list.

To be of any va1ue, the MRU must reside in main memory. Recall

that while a file system is mounted, a copy of its super block is

kept in core. Àlso note that, because file data blocks are no rong-

er freed unless they are about to be used immediatery, only a small

free data block list is actually needed in the fire system super

block. Thus, much of the storage which is currentty used for the

free list, which exists in core, can instead be used to store the

MRU list.
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Free list - Àlthough initially it would seem that one could do away

with the free list altogether, this is not the case. The free List

is needed for at least two purposes. It is needed when the file
system is initialized, and all of the blocks on the vol_ume are

free. it is arso needed when the file being freed is larger than

the amount of storage which has been requested. This would normatry

be true. The excess free blocks would then go onto the free list.

For a simple initial implementation, all of the blocks of the

file being freed are returned to the free list. The existing allo-
cation procedure, which allocates blocks one at a time, can then be

used with onLy the following minor modification.

Recall the allocation process. If the free list is empty, ân

attempt is made to replenish it. If this fails, then it is conclud-

ed that there is no space left on the volume. I.iith the proposed

modification, rather than give up at this point, the allocation

routine tries to free a file which has been unlinked but not freed.

if it succeeds, it returns the blocks of the freed file to the free

list. If it fails because there are no such files left, then it
concludes that there is no space left on the volume.

Note that a great deal of overhead can be avoided if, rather

than put the blocks of the file on the free list, the allocation

process use them directly. This would avoid the cost of reallocat-

ing the blocks. This is left for a future impLementation.

LRU - Às described above, the allocation routine must be abre to

reclaim space from a file which has been unlinked but not freed.
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An

to

important consideralion is how the system will choose which file
f ree.

À very simple-minded approach would involve freeing the fírst
marked file in the i-list. One objection to this scheme is that ít
introduces the possibility of a file being freed almost immediately

after it has been unlinked. The user wourd not have had a chance

to realize that the file was needed back. it would be preferable to

free those unlinked files which have remained unlinked for an

extended period of time. Another objection to this scheme is that

it involves a search of the i-1ist, which necessitates disk t/o,
and could therefore be very slow.

À faster, more reasonable schene involves the use of a "Ieast

recently unlinked" (lnu) list. The LRU list contains the i-numbers

of the files which have been in the "unlinked but not freed" state

for the longest time, in order by "unlink-time".

The allocation routine

free list, and, if it
fails, then it takes the

fiIe. At this point, the

now ¡vorks as follows. It first checks the

is empty, tFies to replenish it. If it
last element on the LRU, and frees that

file is no longer recoverable.

Like the MRU rist, the LRU must be in-core to be of any value.

The MRU and LRU lists can each use some of the storage which is no

longer needed for the free data block list in the in-core copy of

the file system super block.

INDEX - The task of maintaining the tRU efficiently is a very dif-
ficult one. The major problem involves replenishing the LRU when it
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becomes empty. The design discussed thus far would require that, in
order to replenish the LRU, all of the marked i-nodes in the i-Iist
be sorted by "unlink-time". This would be an extremely slow pro-

cess.

This approach seems especially unreasonabl-e when one considers

that the order of i-nodes by "unlink-time" is information which was

reflected at one point by the MRU, but which has been lost as "old-

er" i-nodes have been discarded to make room for new entries.

A better approach to mainLaining the LRU would involve saving

the MRU lists as they becone furl. Àt such time as the LRU is to be

replenished, the oldest saved MRU list could be used.

À new data structure, the INDEX, is introduced, which helps to

store these old MRU lists. The INDEX consists of pointers, each of

which points to a block containing one of these MRU rists. The MRU,

the LRU, and the blocks pointed to by the INDEX, wirl henceforth be

referred to collectively as "the 1ists".

In effect, the resul-t of this approach is a queue data struc-

ture. Data enters the front of the queue at the front of the MRU,

and leaves the back of the queue at the back of the LRU. Data is

shifted from the front of the queue to the back via the INDEX. when

the MRU becomes full, its data is shifted into the front of the

INDEX. when the LRU becomes empty, it is replenished from the back

of the INDEX, ¡+hich is in turn replenished from lhe back of the

MRU.
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The MRU, the LRU, the INDEX, and the reduced free data block

list, all coexist in that area of the super block which rvas once

occupied soleJ.y by the free data block list. Note that an MRU is

therefore somewhat smaller than a disk block. placing one MRU into

each block pointed to by an INDEX element, would resurt in a great

waste of space. Therefore, several MRU's are packed into each

block, resulting in one very large MRU per block.

when an iNDEX is used in this manner, the LRU can be maintained

efficiently. In addition, file recovery can proceed more quickly,

as all of the marked i-nodes, not only those in the MRU, âre

aJ.ready maintained in the proper order. This implies that a search

of the entire i-1ist, âs described in the discussion of file reso-

lution, need never be done.

Note that the above approach assumes that the INDEX

enough that is never overflows. In the event that the

become fulI, the LRU and the rightmost block pointed

INDEX could be freed. This should never occur.

is large

INDEX does

to by the

sizes of the lists - Àn i-number on urs is 2 bytes, or'16 bits,
1ong. This implies that there are no more than 64K possibre i-num-

bers, or 64K addressable i-nodes, on a volume. As i-numbers are 2

bytes long, 2K i-numbers can be stored in a 4K byte disk block.

Thus, the INDEX need onty contain 64K/zR = 32 pointers. since the

blocks may not be full due to file recovery, it seems reasonable to

make the INDEX rarger than 32 elenents. The raLher arbitrary size

of 48 elements has been chosen.
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Note that, although this approach works for this particular

implementation, it is not general. A more general approach could

involve the notion of pointer indirection, similar to what is used

to keep track of the blocks of a file.

some of the free list must be preserved for volume initializa-
tion, as well as for storing free blocks resulting from file free-

ing. À figure of 300 elements is chosen for the free list.

As the original size of the free list is 900 elements, this

leaves 900-348= 552 elements of 4 bytes each, or 1104 elements of 2

bytes each for the MRU and LRU. This space is simply divided even-

I .,¿j .

Note that the reduction in the size of the free list exacerbates

an existing probrem regarding free list manipulation. currently,

when a free rist becomes fuII, it is written out to a block. since

the free list is 900*4 = 3600 bytes long, 496 bytes are wasted.

However, if the free list is only 300*4 = 1200 bytes long, then

2896 bytes are wasted, which is unacceptable. À proper solution

would be to pack more than one free list into each b1ock, as rvas

done with the MRU's. This has been left for a future implementa-

tion.

Freeing list entries - Another design consideration is how an

i-number is to be removed from within the MRU, the LRU, or an INDEX

block. This is necessary when a previously unlinked file is being

recovered.
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One option is to simply set the entry to 0. This would be rea-

sonable, ês valid i-numbers begin at 1. The disadvantage to Lhis

approach is that it could result in sparse lists, leading to a

greater number of INDEX disk brocks than is strictry necessary.

This v¡ould in turn result in increased disk r/o, thereby slowing

the fil-e recovery procedure.

The other option is to shift data over in the list each time a

file is recovered, and to have a "current end" pointer for each

list. If data is shifted across INDEX blocks, this approach does

not have the disadvantages inherent in the first approach. However,

it can involve a large amount o1. t/o and data movement. This t/o,
which would be incurred for every recovery operation, far outweighs

the extra I/0 which would be incurred due to sparse lists. Thus,

shifting data across INDEX blocks is rejected.

If data is not shifted across INDEX blocks, then there is no

advantage to shifting data at all, as each btock is still onry par-

tially fi]led. since the additional complexity of pointers is no

longer warranLed, the first approach is adopted. The entries are

simply zeroed out.

Note that some sparseness can be eliminated

MRU and ensuring that it is full before writing

bloc k .

compacting the

out to an INDEX

implementation - One very general issue of concern is the manner in

which the proposed extension should be impremented. There are basi-

cally two alternatives to consider.

by

ir
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The first alternative is to create a prototype which wourd run

as a user program under the operating system. This would involve

taking from the kernel, those routines which are to be modified,

along with any routines that they reference. It would also require

that stubs be written for those routines which interact with the

system at a lower level than that allowed to a normal user.

The disadvantage to this approach is crear. It is a great deat

of work to determine which code must be taken from the kerner, and

to write stubs for all of the low level routines which are refer-

enced. As well-, although the operating system rvas written in a rel-
atively modular fashion, the routines are not quite as independent

as they might be. Thus, this approach would ultimately entail tak-

ing out a large proportion of the kernel.

The advantage to this approach is that, once all of this work

has been done, the testing and debugging would be much simpler.

This is true for several reasons. FirstIy, âDy problems which might

arise due to concurrency have been postponed. Às wel], the code is

simpler and smaller than if the whole kernel were involved. These

two factors enable the debugging of the basic algorithms vrithout

the added complexity of the kernel environment. Finalry, and most

importantly, the operating system, and all of its tools, would

still be available for debugging purposes.

The second implementation approach is, of course, to make the

necessary modifications directly to the kerneL, and to test the

changes by running the system.
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The major disadvantage to this approach is that the system would

be harder to debug, âs any serious problems could resurt in a sys-

tem crash. As well, the code is much larger and more complex.

There is also a great deal of overhead involved in each compilation

and test run. Finally, it requires a test system on which the modi-

fications can be made.

The advantage to this approach is that it is very simpre to

implement. It does not require the lifting of any code, or the

creation of any stubs. As welI, the existence on urs of system

debuggers such as OMÀK, SYSDIMP, and sYScRÀsH, somewhat mitigates

the problem of system crashes.

The advantage of simpricity was a strong argument in favor of

direct modifications to the kernel. It became stronger after a week

was spent trying to set up a prototype which woul-d run in user

mode. The subsequent offer by the conputer centre of a test system

on rvhich to work, decided the issue. The modifications were made

directly to the kernel.

Ànother general issue is whether the file recovery faciJ.ity should

be automatically apptied to all vorumes of a system, or whether it
should be enabled/disabì.ed on a file system basis.

The obvious advantage of

is that this would be easier

However, such a faciiity
systems. File systems such

being created and removed at

applying the facility
to implement.

to all volumes,

would be inappropriate for certain file
as /tnp, and /etc/spoo1er, have files

a very high rate. Às it is extremely
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unlikely that a user would wish to recover any of these fites, the

use of this facility in such cases would merely add overhead to

file removal and space allocation, and thereby reduce overarl sys-

tem performance.

Thus,

systems.

block.

Perhaps

how long

user. I

keep the

ne1 keep

the MRU,

the recovery facility is offered as an option for file
This could be implemented by setting a bit in the super

the most general issue to consider is where, how, and for

, to preserve a file after it has been unlinked by the

t has been assumed thus far that the best approach is to

file hidden from the user. This has implied that the ker-

track of these files with internal data structures such as

LRU, and iNDEx.

There are at least two alternatives to this organization which

should be discussed. one arternative is to simply modify the remove

command to unrink the file, and then relink it under some predesig-

nated directory. There would be one such directory on each volume,

similar to the "lost+found" directory currently found on each vol-

ume. These files courd later be freed manually by the user, when

he/she is sure they will no 1onger be needed12.

The advantage to this approach is that it requires no modifica-

tions to the kernel, and is therefore much easier to implement.

t¿ Note that this is
ing the trash"

similar to the notions of a "trashcan", and "empty-
on a Macintosh t4l.
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There are several disadvantages to this approach. one is that it
simply postpones the point of erroneous file removal. That is, it
is likely that the scenario discussed in the introduction would

still take place, whereby the user frees the fire and then realizes

that it is still needed.

The second disadvantage is that this approach requires that the

users of the system be responsible enough to free their files at

some point. In fact, it is very likely that such a system would

quickly run out of space. A possible sorution to this wourd be to

have the system automatically free all of the files under the spe-

ciar directory periodically. Ànother possibility would be to have

all of a user's files in the special directory freed at the end of

each terminal session. The problem with these schemes is that they

could cause files which have just been unlinked, to be freed,

before an erroneous removar could be recognized and undone. Às

well, there is a great deal of overhead involved in frequently emp-

tying the special directories.

The second alternative would also involve relinking files during

removal under some predesignated directory, but would have the sys-

tem craim space automatically when it was needed, as is done in the

proposal.

The advantage to this approach is that, although it wourd

require some modifications to the kernel, they would be much sim-

p1er, and they would not involve altering the file system structure

at all.
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The major flaw in this approach is that UNIX does not support

ordering of files v¡ithin directories. Thus, the remove command

v¡ould have to call a special "ordered Iink", to relink the fire at

the end of the predesignated directory. This wourd be necessary to

enabre easy access to unlinked files in order by "unlink-time". As

weIl, because the files wourd no longer be kept in kernel space,

extra I/O would have to be incurred when the file was freed.

Finally, for any of the above approaches, the removal process is

slowed down considerabry due to the f/o involved in relinking

files.

Thus, it seems that the approach

nost sensible one.

r+hich has been adopted is the

3.3 CHÀNGES TO THE STÀTIC STRUCN'RE

This section summarizes the specific nodifications which must be made to

Lhe static structure of the file system.

The i-node structure is modified in t¡+o ways. Firstry, the "di_mode"

field has another value associated r+ith it. The bit pattern 0050000

indicates that the file has been unlinked but not freed.

Secondly, the

the above state,

file.

À modification

filename is stored

i-node field "di_nIink" is used, when the file is in

to store the userid of the user that unlinked this

is made to Lhe file, whereby the last component of the

in the 14 bytes immediately following the tast data
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byte of the file. This may require that an extra block be allocated for

the file.

The free list in the super block is reduced in size to 300 elements,

and the resulting storage is used for three purposes. one part of the

storage is used to contain the MRU list. This is simply a list of. ss2

i-numbers of the most recently unlinked i-nodes. Another part of the

storage contains the LRU list. This is a list of 552 i-numbers of the

i-nodes which were unlinked longest ago. The last part of this storage

is used to store the INDEX, an array of 48 pointers to blocks containing

the i-numbers of i-nodes unlinked in the interim period.

3.4 CHANGES TO DYNÀMICS OF THE FiIE SYSTEM

The changes to the dynamic structure of the fire system involve a

fication to the unlinking procedure, and to the fire extension

dure. Às well, a ner+ routine is introduced for file recovery.

modi -

proce-

In the current system, the unlink procedure involves first unlinking

the file, and then freeing it. In the proposed enhancement, the proce-

dure is modified so that it first unlinks the file, and then marks it as

being unlinked but not freed. Às well, it stores the userid of the user

issuing the unrink, and the name of the file. Finarry, it causes the

i-node for the fite to be placed on the MRU list for the volume. If the

MRU is full, then it is written out to an INDEX disk block. If neces-

sary, a neri block is allocated, and an entry is made in the INDEX point-

ing to it. Should the INDEX become fuII, the LRU and the rightmost block

pointed to by the INDEX are freed. This should never occur.
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File extension currently involves claiming blocks from the free block

1ist. The modified allocation procedure for a single block involves one

more step, to be done in the event that replenishment of the free list
fails. This new allocation procedure would work as follows.

if the free list is empty then
try to replenish it
if replenishment fails then

free a file from the LRU, and return its blocks
to the free list (possibly replenishing the
LRU from the iNDEX, and, if necessary, the
INDEX from the MRU)

if there are no files left to free then
there is no space left on the volume

end if
end if

end if
get a block from the free list
return

Finally, file recovery must be implemented. This involves searching

the MRU, then the INDEX, then the LRU, for the file to be recovered,

and, if it is found, removing it from the list in which it is found. The

mode field of the i-node is changed from "unlinked but not freed" back

to "regu1ar". The file is shortened by 14 bytes (the length of the

filename component), and, if this results in a block becoming empty,

then the block is freed. Finally, the file is relinked under the direc-

tory which is specified in the recover command.

3,5 CHANGES TO THE INTERNAIS OF TTTE F'IIE SYSTEM }ÍANÀGER

Modifying the unlink procedure as described above entails a modification

to the "unlink" system ca11. Recall that unlink calls iput to decrement

the reference count for its i-node parameter, and to free the i-node and

file storage if the "nlink" field is going to 0.
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The modified unlink routine, rather than ca]1ing iput when "nIink" is
going to 0, simply sets the appropriate bit in the "mode" field of the

i-node. As weII, it sets the "ntink" field to the userid of the user.

it then writes the filename at the end of the file, extending the file
if necessary. Next, it places the i-node on the MRU 1ist. If the MRU is

full, then the block pointed to by the most recent pointer of the INDEX

is examined. If this block is full, then a ner+ block is allocated on

disk, and an entry is made in the INDEX pointing to it. in either case,

the MRU is written out to disk. Fina1ly, unlink frees the in-core

i-node structure for the file in the same manner as iput wourd.

The second modification to the internals of the file system manager

invorves file extension, or the allocation procedure. currently, proce-

dure alloc works basically as follows.

alloc (dev)

'.

if (fp->s-nfree <= 0) /* if no free blks left on vol */
/! (last replenishment tailed) *,/

goto nospace; /1 do error processing */
bno.= fp->s-free[--fp->s-nfree] ¡ /* erse, get next free tist ert */if (bno == 0) /! lt no more free-lists to replen wíLh */

. 
goto nospace ì /.* do error process ing * /if (fp->s-nfree <= 0) /1 else, if we jus.t eñptied the free lisL */

. /* replenish it */
replenish code

return i¡utt", for block #bno)
nospace:

error processing

The modification to alloc involves one additional step. Routine "free-
file" takes a file from the LRU of the specified device, and returns its
blocks to fp->s_free, updating fp->s_nfree appropriately.
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alloc (dev)

'.

if (fp->s-nfree <= 0) /* if no
/x ( last

goto freefile; /* try to
bno = fp->s_free[--fp->s_nfree] ì /* eIãe,
if (bno == 0) /* it no more free

goto freefile; /* tty to free a fi
if (fp->s-nfree <= 0) /n uls", if we just

. /* replenisn ft */
replenish code

return iUutt", for block #bno)
freefile:

if (freefile(dev) is successful)
return (a11oc (dev) ) ;

/* "lsu fall through */
nospace:

error processing /* else, do error processing */

Fina1ly, the recover command must be implemented, as folrows. Given

the pathname for a file to be recovered, existing system routines deter-

mine the device number and i-number of the directory indicated by that

pathname. The MRU, INDEX, and LRU of that file system are then

searched, in that order, for a fire r+ith the correct remover id, whose

last 14 bytes equal the last component of the pathname. The pseudocode

below describes this search.

free blks left on voI */
replenishment tailed) */

f ree a f.ile */
get next free list elt */
lists to replen with */
1ø x/
emptied the free líst */

/.* it f i le was f.reed .* /
/* lry alIoc again x/

This routine accepts

for the file system to

this recovery; and the

tion returns either the

was not found.

three parameters: a pointer to the

be searched; the userid of the user

filename of the file to be recovered.

i-number of the file, or the value 0

super block

requesting

The func-

if the file
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function search(sbptr, ruid, fname)
if (vaI = srchtist(sbptr->MRU, ruid, fname)) then

return(val);
end if
for each entry in sbptr->INDEX

read in block pointed to by entry
if (va1 = srchlist(b1ock, ruid, lname) )

return(val);
end if

end for
if (vaI = srchlist(sbptr->LRU, ruid, fname) )

return (val ) ;
end if
return(0);

end search

function srchlist(1ist, ruid, fname)
for each i-node in list

if i nlink = ruid then
curr fname <- read(Iast 14
if cürr_fname = fname then

return(i-number of this
end if

end if
end for

return(0);
end srchlist

characters of f íte)

i -node )

once the file has been found, its entry in the MRU, LRU, or INDEX

block is zeroed out. A directory entry for it is created according to

the pathname argument. The fite size is decremented by 14 bytes, and, if
necessary, a block is freed. The i-node's "di_nlink" field is set to 1,

and the "di_mode" field is reset appropriately.
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Future work

Section

sion of an

resol ut i on

Chapter 4

FTTN'RE DIRECTIONS

in this area might focus attention on the following issues.

3.2 mentioned the possibility of recovering a particular ver-

unlinked file. This would involve an extension to the file
procedure.

section 3.2 also discussed the notion of using the blocks of an

unlinked file immediately, rather than freeing the blocks and re-allo-

cating them. This would reduce some overhead during the freeing of an

unl i nked f i Ie by alloc .

Although the proposed extension enables recovery of files which have

been removed, it does not enable recovery of files which have.been over-

written. It wourd be very useful, for example, to recover files which

have been mistakenly edited, or copied over. one possible way that this

could be achieved would be to have the edit or copy command do an

"unl-ink" of the target file before r,lriting over it.

The issues of security and authorization were not dealt with as

extensively as they might have been. For exampl-e, there is currently

nothing to prevent a user from removing a file from a directory which

has write permission, but no execute permission, and recovering this

file to a directory with execute permission. This would enable a user

to search a directory, and therefore possibly read a file, which he/she
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vras not authorized to read. One might offer as a solution to this that

recovery be restricLed to the original parent directory; but the permis-

sion on that direcLory may change between the time the file is unlinked

and the time it is recovered. In fact, the original directory may no

longer even exist! it would seem that a different solution is in order.

Ànother possible security violation involves the reuse of userids on

the system. l{hen a userid is deleted from the system, the id number

becomes available for reuse. It is conceivable for a user to remove a

fi1e, and then for the associated userid to be deleted from the system,

and a new user to be created with the same id number. This new user

would then be able to recover any files removed by the old user. A pos-

sible sorution to this would be to free arl df files belonging to a giv-

en user, when the userid of that user is being deleted from the system.

Another issue worth consideration concerns the rather arbitrarily
chosen sizes for the MRU, LRU, INDEX, and free list. clearly the rela-

tive sizes of these lists have some impact upon performance. À produc-

tion implementation might involve coll-ecting performance statistics on

various possible sizes of these lists, and choosing the configuration

which would be most appropriate. Note, too, that different configura-

tions might be appropriate for different file systems.

It may be desirable to allow the super-user of the system to override

the delayed freeing capability. This might be useful, for example, if
the system administrator wishes to free up disk space by removing cer-

tain files. Keeping these files in the df state would use up space that

could be used to store the df files of other users.
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FinaJ-1y/ a more complete implementation of this work would involve

modificatíons to various file system utility programs. programs such as

FSCK, t'sDB, MKFS, DF, and LS would have to be modified to account for

Lhe new file mode, and the modified file system structure.
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A facility whereby fi
sequently recovered,

facility.

les

is

ChapÈer 5

CONCTUSION

which have been mistakenly removed, can be sub-

of great benefit. This thesis proposes such a

The thesis suggests an extension to the UNiX operating system, where-

by the data for a file is preserved upon file removal, rather than being

freed. Àt some later time, should the user realize that the file is

needed back, he/she can request a recovery of the file. At any time,

should the system need more space on the volume, it would free one of

these fi1es.

To maintain these unlinked files in order by "unlink-time", and to

allow fast and easy access to them, three lists are used. A "most

recently unlinked" list, or MRU, contains the i-numbers of those files
which have been unlinked most recently, in order by "unrink-time". A

"1east recently unlinked" list, or LRU, contains the i-numbers of those

files which have been unlinked least recently, in order by "unlink-
time". Finally, an iNDEX is used to keep track of any unlinked files
which are not on the MRU or the LRU, agâin in order by "unlink-time".

A prototype of this extension has been implemented at the University

of Manitoba on a test UTS system. The success of this implementation

effort verifies the fact that il would not be impractical to imptement
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such a facility for a large scale installation. Further, it is the

opinion of the author that such a facility wouLd prove to be extremely

useful.
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Àppendix A

This appendix contains the code which has been written or modified for

the prototype implementation of the proposaL discussed in this thesis.

The prototype is a sinple one, in that it does not utilize the MRU,

LRU, or iNDEX lists. Rather, whenever necessary, the free list is

replenished simply by freeing the first delayed-free file in the i-List.
Further, the recover system call simpry searches the i-Iist, and stops

at the first file that has the correct remover id and filename. Thus,

the prototype is inefficient, and not quite as sophisticated as the

facility discussed in this thesis. Nonetheless, it serves its purpose in

demonstrating that the extensions described in this thesis are practical

and relatively easy to incorporate into a UNIX system.

The code

which runs

ing system

tines, and

user code,

user librar

commands,

caIIs.

is presented in two sections. The first is system code,

in kernel mode, and which is compiled as part of the operat-

itself. The system code includes system calls, system subrou-

system headerr or 'r.hrr files. The second section contains

which runs in user mode, and is compiled into a number of

ies and autonomous programs. The user code consists of user

user subroutines, and library routines for the new system

in the cases where existing code has been modified, the new code can

be easily identified by the surrounding lines "#ifdef MTDELFR" and
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"#endif". The only except

ram.h, where "MTDELFR" is

ion to this is in f ile /usr/src/uts/uts/os/pa-

#def i ne' d.

A"1 SYSTEM CODE

À.1 "1 Svsten Calls

* r'i1e z /usr/src/uts/uLs/os/ntsys.c -- new code

* The mtstat system call accepts a dev, an i-number, a pointer* to a stat buffer, and a pointer to an mtstat buffer. It does:t ¿ "stat" on the delayed free file and returns stat info in* the stat buffer, and dfstat info in the mtstat buffer.* Mtstat returns the following error codes:* EACCES - the file is not a DF file* ENOENT - the file does not exist* EFAULT - bad address in copyout

mtstat ( )
{

register struct inode *ip;
ino_t ino;
dev_t dev;
register struct a {

int argdev;
int argino;
struct stat *sb;
struct mtstat *mtsb;

] *uap;
struct mtstat

uap - (struct

I/otttnn 
ino and dev args to proper types.

ino = (ino_t)uap->argino.
dev = (dev_t)uap->argdev.
ip = iget(dev, ino);
if(iP == NULL) {

u.u_error = ENOENT;
return;

/* tile does not exist x/

/* tile is not delfree */

tmpst;

a x)u.u_ap;

]
if ((lp->i_mode & IFMT) != IFDELFR)

u.u error = EÀCCESi
iput ( ip) ;
return;

l
s,tat'1(ip, uap->sb);
/** Pick up last block

/x

of file, and
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* fill in mtstat information.

tmpst.mtst_delid = ip->i_nlink;
u.u_of f set = ip->i_size-DIRSI Z ;
u.u_base = tmpst.mtst_fname;
u.u_count = DiRSIZi
u.u_segflg = 1;
u.u_fmode = FREÀDi

* Mode must be changed in order for readi to work. System* crash at this point would result in unconnected fiIe.* This is acceptable, as fsck wilJ- simply clear the file* and then correct the lists. i.e. the file will get* .freed slightly earlier than expected.

ip->i_mode =
readi ( ip);
ip->i_mode =
if (copyout(

u.u
iput ( ip) ;

(-irut a ip->i_mode) | IrneC;

(-IFÌ¿t a ip->i_mode) | tnunrrn;
(caddr_t)&tmpst, (caddr_t)uap->mtsb, sizeof (tmpst)
error = EFAULTi

) < 0)

* r'ile: /usr/src/uts/uts/os/ntsys.c -- new code*/
* The mtrcvr systern call accepts a pathname parameter, and recovers* Lhe df file that used to exist with that name, if one exists.* It uses the pathname to determine which file system to search.* It searches the í-list for a df file whose nlink field is* equql to this user's uid, or any df file if user is super. If such* a file is found, it then tries to match the firename. if there is* a match, the file is recovered to the target pathname.* Mtrcvr returns the following error codes:* EEXIST - file to be recovered already exists* EROFS - file system is not DFS* ENOENT - no delayed free files owned by this user* EACCES - no df files owned by this user with correct filename* ERANGE - ishrink routine failed
*

mtrcvr ( )
{

register struct inode *ip;
register struct dinode *dpi
struct filsys 'tfp;int found;
int issuper, dfowned;
register struct buf *bpi
int i;
ino_t ino;
daddr_t adr;
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dev_t dev;
struct inode *resolve( ), *ip2;
off_t savepos;

if ((ip2 = nqmei(uchar,'1 )) != NUL¡) { ,/* shoutd not exist. Namei */iput(ip2); /1 hut side-ef f ect of setting u3dir' */
u.u_error = EEXIST; /o to inode of parent directory 't/return;

] else {

if (u.u_error)

J 
teturn;

savepos = u.u_offset; /* ulso side-effect of namei *,/
dev = u.u3dir->i_dev;
fp = getfs(dev);
if (fp->s_fsflag != DFS) {

iput(u.u¡rdir);
u.u_error = EROFSi
return;

]
while ( fp->s_ilock )

sleep( ( caddr_t ) ef p->s_i lock, pINOD) ;
fP-ts-i loc k++;
ino = FsINOS(dev, fp->s_inode[0] ); /* equals
dfowned = 0;
issuper = suserO;
u.u-error = 0; /* sus"t sets this
found = 0;

lrfollowing 
for loop goes through the blocks

for (adr = FsiTOD(dev, ino); adr<fp->5_isize;
bp = bread(dev,adr) ì /* gef buffer
if (u.u_error) { /* if fails,

brelse(bp); /* and go on
ino += FsINOPB(dev);
continue;

= bp->b-un.b-dinoì /* start of i-list */
following loop goes through i-list within this block

(i=0; i < FsINOp¡(dev); i++,ine++,dp++) {if ( ( (dp->di_mode & IFMT) == IrbnrFn) &&
((ap--> dinlink == u.u_uid) ll issuper)) {- if (tãfowned) -

dfowned = 1;

x Read in filenane from end of file. First* release buffer so resolve can do iget.
't Buffer in core so not too bad.

brelse(bp);
ip = resolve(dev, u.u_dent.d_name, ino);
bp = bread(dev,adr ) ì /* realloc buf f.er */

- 6'l

l for qkf.s*/

if not super */

of the i-list

adr++) {
for this block *,/

rei-ease buf.f.er, t/
to next block x/

]
do
/-

*

for



if (ip != NUIL) {
found++;
break;

]
brelse ( bp) ;
if (found)

break;
]
fp->s-ilock = 0;
wakeup( (caddr_t ) ufp->s_i lock ) ;if (found) {

* File has been found. Set mode back to regular, reset
't nlink to 1, write an entry in parent directory for the fi1e,* and remove the filename from the end of the file* i.e. shrink the file back to its original size.

ip->i_mode = (-IFMT & ip->i_mode) | tfnnC;
ip->i_n1ink = 1;
u.u_offset = savepos;
wdi;(ip);
if (u.u_error)

return;
if (ishrink(ip, ip->i_size-DiRSIz) == -1 ) {

if ( !u.u_error)

Ì 
u.u_error = ERÀNGE;

iP->i-f1a9 l= ICHG;
iput(ip);
return;

] etse {

* File has not been found. Return different error code* if user orvns any df files (may have just given wrong name).

iput(u.u¡¡dir);
if (dfowned)

u.u_error = EÀCCES;
else

u.u_error = ENOENT;
return ;

]
]

x Ïile; /usr/src/uLs/uLs/os/sys4.c -- modified code*/

.

/** Unlink systen caIl.
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* Hard Lo avoid races here, especially* in unlinking directories.

unlink ( )
{

#ifdef MTDELFR
struct filsys *fp;

#endi f
register struct inode *ip, *pp;
struct a {

char *fname;
];
pp = namei(uchar, 2);
if (PP == NULL)

return;
/x* Check for unlink ( ". " )* to avoid hanging on the iget*/
if tpp-'ipnl.f;i == u.u_denr.d_ino) {

i p-> i 
-coun 

t++ i
] else

ip = iget(pp->i_dev, u.u_dent.d_ino) ;if (iP == NULI)
goto outl;

if ( ( ip-ii-mode&iFMT) == IFDIR && ! suser( ) )
goto out;

/** Don't unLink a mounted file.*/
if (ip->i dev != pp->i_dev) {

u.u_error = EBUSY;
goto out;

Ì
if ( ip->i_fIag&ITEXT)

xrele(ip); /* try once
if (ip-ti-flag&iTEXT && ip->i nlink

u.u_error = ETXTBSY;
goto out;

]
u.u_offset -= sizeof(struct direct);
u. u_base = (caddr_t ) au. u_dent;
u.u_count = sizeof (struct direct);
u.u_dent.d_ino = 0;
u.u-segfIg = 1;
u. u_f mode = FFIRI TE I nSvHC;
wriEei (pp);
i f ( u. u_error )

goto out;
#ifdef MTDELFR

/*

to free texL */
== 1) {

* Rather than simply decrementing the nlink and iput'ing, check* if this is a DFS file system. If so, and if we åre abõut to
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* free this file (i.e. nlink <= 1), then simply unlink the file,* but do not free it.
x/

fp = getfs( ip->i_dev);
if ((fp->.s-fsflag == DFS) && (ip->i_nIink <= 1)) {

* Should be: if i count !='1 stash info beside* .i-node, and wheñ i_count -> 0, iput finishes up*/
mtdsLash( ip);
goto outl;

J else {
ip->i_n1ink--;

Ì 
ip->i_flag l= ICHG;

#el se
ip->i_nlink--;
iP->i fIag l= ICHG;

#endi f
out:

iput (ip) ;
outl:

iput (pp) ;
]

A.1,2 SvsÈe¡n Subroutines

* Tile: /usr/src/uts/uts/os/alloc.c -- modified code

.

* alloc will obtain the next available free disk block from the free list* of the specified device.* The super block has up to NICFREE remembered free blocks;* the last of these is read to obtain NICFREE more
*
* no space on dev x/y -- when the free list is exhausted.

#ifdef MTDELFR

* If the file system is DFS Lype, then do not conclude no space when* free list is exhausted. Rather, try to free a file which has been* unlinked but not freed. If this fails, then no space.

#endi f
struct buf *
a1loc ( dev )

dev_t dev;
{

daddr_t bno;
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register struct filsys *fp;
register struct buf *bpi

fp = getfs(dev);
while(fp->s_f1ock)

do , 
sleep( (caddr_t)afp->s_flock, pINOD);

#ifdef MTDELFR 
if (fp->s-nfree <= 0) i

if (fp->s-fsflag == DFS)

#end i f
goto tryfree;

goto nospace;
Ì
bno = fp->s_free[--fp->s_nfree] ;if (bno == 0) {

#ifdef MTDELFR

#endi f

Ì 
goto nospace;

Ì while (badblock(tp, bno, dev) );
if (fp->s_nfree <= 0) {

fP-ts-f loc k++;
bp = bread(dev, bno);
if (u.u_error == 0) {

if (fp->s-fsflag == ¡P5¡
goto tryfree;

fp->s_nfree = ( (pnrxp) (bp->b_un.b addr) )->df_nfree;
bcopy( (caddr_t ) ( (rnrnp) (bp->b_un.b_addr ) )->dF_free,

(caddr-tff p->s-f ree, 
-si"eõt 

(f p:>s_f ree) ) ;

brelse(bp)¡
fp->s_flock = 0;

] 
*akeup( (caddr_t ) efp->s_flock ) ;

if (fp->s_nfree .= 0 I I fp->s_nfree > NICFREE) {
prdev( "t.i - al}oc.c (alloc ) ( 1 .7 ) : Bad free count", dev) ;

] 
goto nospace;

bp = getblk(dev, bno);
clrbuf (bp) ;
if (fp->s_tfree) fp->s_tfree--;
fp->s_fmod = 1;
return(Up);

#ifdef MTDETFR

* .Try to f ree a f ile ¡vhich is in df state. Then retry alloc.

tryfree:
if (freefile(dev) t= -1 ) t

return (alloc (dev) ) ;
Ì

#end i f
nospace:
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fp->s_nfree = 0;
fp->s_tfree = 0;
delay(Hz ) ;
prdev("t^l - alloc.c(alloc) (1.7) :
u.u_error = ENOSPC;
return (Hurl) ;

no space", dev);

l

* file z /usr/src/uLs/uLs/os/alloc.c -- added code

't Freefile accepts a dev, and searches the i-rist on that dev for* a delayed-free inode. If it finds one, it frees the inode and* the blocks associated h'ith it, returning them to the free rist.* Called from alloc.

freefile(dev)
dev_t dev;
{

register struct filsys *fp;
register struct buf *bp;
register struct inode *ip;
struct dinode *dp;
register i;
ino_t ino;
daddr_t adr;
int fõund;

= getfs(dev);
( fp->s_fsflag ! = DFS )

return(-1 );
]
while (fp->s_ilock)

sJ.eep( ( caddr_t ) ef p->s_i lock, pINOD ) ;
fp->s_i loc k++ i
ino = FsINOS (dev, fp->s_inode [0] ) ;
found = 0;

* .following for loop goes through the

/* equals 1 for qk f.s */

for (adr = FsITOD(dev,ino)
bp = bread(dev,adrir 

''''-;::iil,lo,
ino += FsINO
continue;

/* statt tot r-irst */

fp
if

adrcfp->sì-
1* geL
/* it
/* and

PB(dev);

blocks of the i-List
isize; adr++) i
buffer for this block

fails, release buffer,
go on to next block

]
dp

*

= bp->b_un.b_dino;

following loop goes
stopping at first df

through i-list within this block,
i-node.
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tor ( i=0; i
if

< FsINOPB(dev);
( (dp->di_mode &

found++ i
break;

i++, ino+*¡dp++)
IFMT) == IFDELFR)

i
brelse (bp) ;
if (found)

] 
break;

fp->s_ilock = 0;
wakeup( (caddr_t ) ufp->s_i lock ) ;if (found) [

* Cause the file to* with link count =

be
0

freed by iput'ing it

= iget(dev, ino);(ip == NUtt) i
return(-1);

p->i_nlink = 0;
*
* Change the mode back to regular. This* is necessary for itrunc in iput to work.* Note that if system crashes, couLd result* in unconnected file. This is acceptable* because fsck will clear it and free it, which* i.s what rve are about to do anyway.

ip->i_mode = (-IFMT e ip->i_rnode) | IrnnC;
iput ( ip) ;
return(0);

Ì
return(-1 );

l

* .Filez /usr/src/uts/uts/os/ntsubr.c -- new code

:t rhe resolve routine accepts a device, a filename, and an i-number.* It igets the i-node corresponding to the i-number and dev, gets* the last block of the file, and checks whether the filename matches* the name stored at the end of the file. It returns a pointer to* the in-core i-node structure for the file if there wai a match.* Otherwise, it returns NULL.* Ca1led from mtrcvr.

struct inode *
resolve(dev, fname, ino)
dev_t dev;
char *fname;
ino_t ino;

1 p
f
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register struct
char buf [nrnsl z]
Chaf *C1, t C2ì
int i;

inode *ip;
I

ip = iget(dev, ino);
if (iP == NULL)

return (wuf.f, ) ;
u. u_offset = ip->i_size-DIRSI Z;
u.u_base = buf;
u.u_count = DIRSIZi
u.u_segflg = 1;
u.u_fmode = FREÀD;

* Mode must be changed in order for* crashes at this point, Dây result* See comment in mtstat.

ip->i_mode = (.iFMT a ip->i_mode) 
I

readi ( ip) ;
ip->i_mode = (.IFMT a ip->i_mode) 

I

/** compare +,he two filenames.

c1 = fname;
c2 = buf;
for (i=0; i < DIRSIZ; i++) {

if (*c1** != *c2++) {
iput(ip);
return (Hur,r ) ;

l
]
return ( ip) ;

readi to work. If the system
in unconnected file.

I FREG;

I FDELFR;

* Iilez /usr/src/uLs/uts/os/iget.c -- added code

* Free an in-core ínode structure from the table.* This code is identical to the code in iput, and any* mods made there should be applied here as well.* This routine is called by mLdstash during unlinking* for DFS file systems. Mtdstash does not call iput* because iput would truncate if nlinkr/remover iã* was 0.

inodefree( ip)
register struct inode *ip;
{

if (ip->i_back->i_forw = ip->i_forw)
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ip->i_forw->i_back = ip->i_back;
ip->i_forw = ifreelist;
ifreelist = ip;
iP->i-flag = 0;
ip->i_number = 0;
ip->i-count = 0;
sysinfo.niused--i

Ì

* Iilez /usr/src/uts/uts/os/iget.c -- added code*/
* Ishrink accepts a pointer to an inode structure, and a nevr* size. it shrinks the file to the new size, freeing blocks* as necessary. It returns -1 if it fails.* Called from mtrcvr.

off t
ishiint( ip, argnew)
register struct inode *ip;
of f _t argneÌ,r;

{

off_t oldsize, newsize;
daddr_t bn;
daddr_t 1b;
dev_t dev;

news lze = argner,l - 
.if (newsize > ip-ti

return( (off
]

t,

_size) {

_t)-1);
dev = ip->i_dev;
ol-dsize ¡_(ip->i_size - 1) -& -FsBt'fASn(dev); /* *ou" to start of. brk */
while (oldsize > newsize) { /* stop when 

'in 
same block */

u.u_count = '1 
;

u.u_offset = oldsize;
bn = bmap(ip,B_READ);
i f ( u. u_error )

return((of f-t)-1);
if (bn != -1) { /* t|xip over holes */

lb = FsBNO(dev,u.u_of fset) ;if (lb >= NADDR-3) {
u.u error = EFBIGi
ret[rn( (off_t)-1 );

Ì

* In case of system crash between the* following two steps:* zeroing inode then freeing leaves a block MISSING* (not serious)* freeing block then zeroing inode causes DUp between
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Ì
olds i ze

:k file and freelist. (serious)
x Theref ore r¡e zero f. irst.

ip->i_addr[1b] = 0;
free(dev,bn ) ;

-= FsBSIzE(dev);

ip->i_size = argnerv;
return(0);

]

* .File: /usr/src/uts/uts/os/ntsubr.c -- new code

* Mtdstash takes a pointer to an in-core i-node structure, and* stashes pertinent information into the fire, setting it up* for delayed freeing. The name of the file is writteñ to tÈe* end of the file, and the nlink field is set to the remover'st* id. The in-core i-node structure is then freed, but the blocks* of the fire are not. The mode is set to indicate that this is* a DF file.
* Called from unlink for DFS file system.

mtdstash( ip)
register struct inode *ip;
{

iP->i-fIa9 l= ICHG;
iP->i-fIag l= ILgCK;
u.u_base = (caddr_t )u.u_dent.d_name;
u. u_count = DIRSI Z;
u.u-segfIg = 1;
u.u_offset = ip->i_size;
u.u_fmode = FWRITEi
wrirei ( ip);
ip->i_mode = (-IFMT a ip->i_mode) | tfnnffn;
ip->i_nIink = u.u_uid;
iupdat(ip, &time, &time);
prele( ip);
inodefree ( ip) ;

]
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A.1 .3 Svsten Heacler Files

* ,Filez /usr/src/uts/uts/sys/ntstat.h -- new code

*' The mtstat structure

struct mtstat
{

int mtst_de1id;
char mtst_fname Idirsiz] ;

];

* r'ile: /usr/src/uts/uts/sys/ti1sys.h -- modified code

* Structure of the super-bl-ock

struct filsys
{

ushort
daddr_t
short
daddr_t
shor t
i no_t
char
char
char
char
t ime_t
shor t
daddr_t
i no_t
char
char

#ifdef MTDELFR
shor t
char

#el se
char

#endi f
long
long

l-.),

#def ine FsIÍÀGI C

#de f i ne Fs'1 b
#define Fs2b

s_isize
s_fsize
s nfree
s_free [Nicrnnn] ;
s_n i node ;
s_inode IHtcrHo¡]
s_flock;
s_i 1oc k ;
s_fmod;
s_ronIy;
s_t ime;
s_dinfo [4] ;
s_t f ree ;
s_t i node ;
s_fname [6] ;
s_fpacl< [6] ;

s_fsflag;
s_fill [34] ;

s_fi11 [36] ;

s_magic;
s_type;

,

size in blocks of i-list *,/
size in blocks of entire volume,*/
number of addresses in s free */

/* fr"" block list i/
number of i-nodes in s inode *,/

/* fte" i-node riãt */
lock during free list manipulation */
lock during i-list manipulation */
super block modified ftag */
mounted read-only flag */
last super block update :t/
device information */
total free blocks*/
total free inodes */
file system name */
file system pack name */

DFS or UTS file system */

/* tiller to make sizeof filsys be 4096 */

/j nagic number to indicate new f ile systen */
/* type of new file systen */

0xfd187e20 /* s-magic number

1 /r, 512 byte block x/
2 /* 1024 byte block */
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#def ine Fs4b

#ifdef MTDELFR

#define DFS
#define UFS
#endi f

1

0

/* qogç byre btock */

l* d.luyud-free f ile systen */
/* normal file systen */

* -Filez /usr/src/uts/uts/sys/ínode.h -- modified code

:

/x nodes */
#define IFMT
#define IFDiR
#define IFCHR
#define IFBLK
#define IFREG
#define IFMPC
#define IFMPB
#define IFIF0
#ifdef MTDETFR
#define IFDELFR
#endi f

* Iile z /usr/src/uts/uts/sys/param.h -- modified code

.

't .enables delayed f reeing of f il_es

#def ine MTDELFR '1

0'f 70000 /* typ" of f iIe */
0040000 /1 a¡reclory */
0020000 /.* character special */
0060000 /* block speciãt */
0100000 /* regular */
0030000 /* nultiplexed char spec ial */
0070000 l* multiplexed block special */
0010000 /* tifo ãpecial */

0050000 ,/* delayed f ree tíIe * /
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A.2 USER CODE

4.2,1 User Corunands

* File: mtls.c -- new code*/

* MtLs accepts a pathname, and* files under that directory. I* of the device containing the
't f or each df i-node.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <sys/param.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/ino.h>
#include <sys/tilsys.h>
#include <sys/dir.h>
#include <sys/inode.h>
# include <sys/stat . h>
#include <sys,/mtstat.h>
#include <pwd.h>
#include <grp.h>
#include <time.h>

#define ISIZE sizeof (struct dinode)
#define BSIzE 4096

char *rwx[] = {
ll --- ll 

' 
tt--x tt 

' 
tt -Ï¡- tt 

' 
tt-I{x tt 

'll r-- lr 
, 
ttr-x tt 

, 
ttrl{- tt 

, 
ttrwx tt

j¡

main (argc,argv)
int argc;
char *argv[]i

{
char *devname O ;
struct stat stbuf;
struct mtstat mtstbuf
struct dinode ino;
struct passwd *upass,
sLruct group *gpass,
char *uname, *dname,
int mode;
char nchar = '\0';
char *chtimep;
char *devnm;
FILE *fdev;
dev_t dev;
struct filsys sb;
int ninum;

the delayed-free
reading the i-list
calJ- ing mtstat

does an ls of
t does this by
directory, and

*dpass, *getpwuid( );
*getgrgid( );
*gname;
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ino_t inum;
char *pname;

if (argc != 2 )

error ( "Usage: mtls pathname\n" ) ;
pname = *++argv;
i f ( stat (pname, &stbuf ) == -1 )

error("cannot stat arg\n") ;
dev = stbuf.st dev;
if ( (devnm = dãvname(pname) ) == NULL)

error( "devname failed\n" );
if ((fdev = fopen(devnm,"r")) == NUIL)

error( "fopen failed\n" );
if (fseek(fdev, BSIzE,0) != 0)

error("f seek f aiì.ed\n");
if ( fread( (char *)&sb, sizeof sb, 1 ,

error ( "f read failed\n" )
if (fread( (char *)aino, ISIzE,

/* tina the name of. Lhe */
/* d", which pname lives/

/* get the size of the ilist */

fdev)

, fdev) <=

<= U)

0 ) ,/* sLip f st inode *,/

* Loop

ninum =
inum =
while (

error ( "f read fai1ed\n" )

over al

((sb.s
1;

I of the i-nodes in the i-list
isize-2 ) * ssI zE) /rsr zE;

(++inum <= ninum) && fread((char *)çino, ISIZE, j, fdev) > 0) tif ((ino.di mode & IFMT) != IFDELFR)
continue;

if (ntstat(dev, inum, &stbuf
error ( "cannot mtstat

* Size includes filename at end, so subtract DIRSIZ.

stbuf .st_size = stbuf .st_size - DIRSIZ;
/** Get names of o¡+ner and group

upass = getpwuid( ( int ) stbuf. st uid) ;if (upass == NULL) -
uname = &nchar;

else
uname = upass->pt¡_name;

gpass = gergrgid( ( int ) stbuf. st_gid) ;if (gpass == NULL)
gname = &nchar;

e1 se
gname = gpass->gr_name;

dpass = getpwuid( (int)stbuf .st_nlink) ;if (dpass == NULL) -
dname = &nchar;

el se
dname = dpass->pu_namei

chtimep = ctime(c(stbuf "st_mtime) ) ;*(chtimep+16) = '\0';
mode = stbuf. st_mode;
prinff ("%d %s%s7's",inum,rwx[(mode>>6) a Oz1 ,

, &mtstbuf ) == -'1 )

arg\n" );
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rr¡x[(mode>>3) a Oz],rwxlmode & 071);
sscan f ( mtstbuf . mtst_f name, "%s ", mt stbuf . mt st_f name ) ;printf(" 0 %-9s y"-9i Z-gs %id %-16s %-s\n",õname,gname,

dname, stbuf . st_s i ze, cht imep, mtstbuf . mt st_f ñame ) ;
Ì

fc lose ( fdev ) ;
]

* File: recover.c -- new code

* Front end for mtrcvr system call.
:k

#include <stdio.h>
#include <sys/param. h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <sys/inode.h>
#include <errno.h>

main (argc,argv)
int argc;
char *argv ll i

{

sþ¿¡ *pnamei

i f (argc t-- 2) i
printf ( "Usage: recover filename \n" );
exit(1);

Ì
pname = *++argv;
if (mtrcvr(pname)==0) {

- printf("%s recovered\n",pname);
Ì else {

printf ( "mtrcvr faited, errno is %d\n", errno) ;exit(1);
]
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A,2.2 User Subroutines

* File: devname.c -- new code

* Routine devname accepts a pathname, and returns a* pointer to the string containing the pathname of the* device on which the file resides. Eg. given pathname* /usr/tennen, it would return a ptr io /aev/aäk/aa0sO.* Called from mt1s.

#include <stdio.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/dir.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>

char *
devname ( pname )

char *pname;
{

char *devdir = ,,/dev/dsk,,;
static char devnm[¿Z];
struct direct dirent;
struct stat stbuf;
dev_t olddev;
FILE *fdev;

if (stat(pname,&stbuf) == -1 ) {
printf ( "cannot stat %s\n",pname ) ;

] 
teturn (Hurr, ) ;

olddev = stbuf.st_dev;
if ( (tdev = fopen(devdir,"r") ) == NULL) {

printf ( "cannot open %s\n",devdir) ;
return(Hurr);

Ì
/x* Read through directory file /dev/asX. For each directory* entry, do a stat on the file. if the "rdev" of the file* matches the "dev" of the parameter, we have found the devname.x/
strcpy (devnm, devdi r ) ;
strcat (devnm, " /") ì
while (fread((char *)çdirent, sizeof dirent, 1, fdev) > 0) {

strncat ( devnm, dirent. d_name,DIRSI Z ) ;if (stat(devnm,&stbuf )1= -'1 ) {
printf ( "cannot stat %s\n",devnm);
return (Hur,r, ) ;

lt (srbuf.sr-rdev == otddev) {
retuin (devnm);

å.un*[srr]en(devdir)+11 =,\0, i
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Ì
return(Hurl);

]

* File: error.c -- new code

error ( s )
char *s;
t

printf("%s",s);
exit(1);

i

À.2.3 User 9 Librarv Roulines

* File: mtstat.s -- new code

#ínclude ". ./sys. s"
#include <cca11. s>

entry mtstat
mt stat :

using .,r15
#ifdef PROF

#include <prof. s>
#endi f

la 11 ,ARG( 1 )

svc s_mtstat
bz 1t /okI r15,=y(_cerror)
br r15

t:
sr r0, r0
b 2( ,r14)

#ifdef PROF

1 torg
#end i f

* File: mtrcvr.s -- new code

#include "../sys.s"
#include <cca11. s>

entry mlrcvr
mtrcvr:
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usíng .,r15
#ifdef PROF

#include <prof. s>
#endif

la r'1 ,ARG(1)
svc s_mtrcvr
bz 1t /okI r15,=v(_cerror)
br r'1 5

sr r0, r0
b 2(,r'14)

#ifdef PROF

I torg
#endi f
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